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PSC 430 F: Politics of Identity 
Fall 2017 / TR 12:00-1:50 / KBB 109 

 
 
Kevin S. Fridy 
Office: KBB 103 
Phone: (813) 257-3767 
E-mail: kfridy@ut.edu 
Course Website: http://ut.blackboard.com 
Office Hours: Monday (10am-noon) and Wednesday (10am-1pm) 
 
 
Objective: 
This course is an exploration of the ways identity figures into politics and politics figures into identity. 
Through films, readings, projects, and discussions we delve into the generators and effects of the identity 
categories nation, ethnicity, religion, race, gender, class, and culture. By the end of the course you should 
be able to dissect many of the “us” versus “them” identity conflicts that go on every day and impact your 
day-to-day life without your even knowing it. 
 
The course is also designed to stimulate your skills at academic inquiry. We will not be passive scholars! 
This means learning to read and understand advanced level social science texts, intelligently critique films 
as texts that fit into a society and have an impact, and apply commonly used research methods to answer a 
question of your choosing on the relationship between identity and politics.  
 
 
Student Learning Outcomes: 
This course is designed such that students who have immersed themselves in the material, attended 
lectures regularly, done the readings, completed all assignments diligently, and studied for exams, should 
be able to do the following by the end of the course (items in parentheses are the primary, though not 
exclusive, measures used to evaluate the extent of these learning outcomes): 

• The student will understand how identity is theorized by political scientists (Exam 1). 
• The student will identify significant debates over the meaning and politics of national, ethnic, 

gender, race, cultural, religion, and class identities (Exam 1, Exam 2, Book Review). 
• The student will understand the ways in which identity politics impact their personal lives 

(Reading Summaries). 
• The student will apply accepted social science research methods to study a particular category of 

politicized identity with primary self-collected evidence (Research Paper). 
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Requirements: 
Though it may be altered slightly and/or clarified by professorial edict either in class or via email, 
consider this syllabus a contract between you and your professor that lists both what you can expect from 
class and what is expected of you. Check it regularly and bring it to class with your notebook. You are 
expected to read EVERYTHING assigned on the syllabus, which averages around 100 pages a week. You are 
also expected to attend EVERY lecture. Visiting me on occasion during office hours to discuss issues raised 
in class and/or paper topics will not hurt either. If you do these things you will do very well in the course. 
If you do not do these things you will not do so well in the course. Consider this fair warning up front. 
 
You will be evaluated in this class based on your performance in 5 areas. These areas, along with their 
relative weights, are as follows: 
 

Exam #1 (25%) – given out in-class on Tuesday 12 October. The exam will cover all material 
from the readings and in-class discussions for Weeks 1 through 7. If you miss a class over this 
period, it is your responsibility to get notes from one of your colleagues. The exam will include 
both short answer and essay questions. There will be NO review sheet. Excused late or early exams 
will only be given in extreme circumstances and with adequate documentation as determined by 
your professor or prior permission (at least two weeks in advance) from the professor. Unexcused 
late exams will be penalized at a rate of 10 points per day. If you miss an exam it is YOUR 
responsibility to contact me as soon as possible to schedule a make-up. 
 
Exam #2 (25%) – exactly like Exam #1 in format but covering material from Week 1 through 
Week 15. It will be administered during the assigned final exam period on Thursday 14 December. 
A heavy emphasis will be placed on lessons covered after Exam #1. 
 
Reading Summaries (10%) – There are assigned readings for eleven of our meetings. For four of 
these meetings you should produce a reading summary and turn a hard copy in the box outside my 
office at least 24 hours prior to the class where those readings are assigned. You may choose the 
four sets of readings that best fit your interests and schedule. The only meetings that are off limits 
are the meeting at which you are responsible for handing in a book review. Reading summaries 
should be NO MORE than a page long (1 inch margins, TNR 12 point font, single-spaced). They 
should contain a thorough, but concise, abstract of the text(s), a personal evaluation of the text(s), 
an attempt to map the text(s) in the context of the course, and three questions related to the text(s) 
you would like to see answered during our class discussion. These assignments will be graded and 
should be written, rewritten, and thoroughly edited. Late assignments will not be accepted. 

 
Book Review (10%) – Over the course of the semester we will read Anderson’s Imagined 
Communities, Butler’s Gender Trouble, and Fanon’s Black Skin, White Mask in their entirety. You 
are responsible for reviewing one book which will be assigned to you. If you want to change your 
assigned text you should do so before the final class in Week 2. After Week 2, you will not be 
allowed to switch books without approval of the instructor at least a week before the book is 
covered in the classroom. Book reviews should be NO MORE than 3 pages long (1 inch margins, 
TNR 12 point font, single-spaced). You should identify the work’s research question, thesis, and 
succinctly outline how the author’s argument progresses from research question to thesis. You 
should also include a discussion of how the book fits into the literature on the politics of identity 
(this may require additional reading). Your thoughtful and appropriate personal evaluation of the 
text should comprise your conclusion. Book reviews are due prior to the class we discuss the text 
via Blackboard/Turnitin. You should come to this class with five copies of your review and be 
prepared to lead a small group discussion of the text. Papers turned in after class has started will 
receive a 0 without prior approval from the professor. Papers whose authors do not present the 
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material will also receive a 0. Since you are using this assignment in part to teach your colleagues, 
these harsh late and absentee penalties should serve as a reminder that it is disrespectful to the 
entire class not to take this assignment seriously.  
 
Research Project (30%) – As a class we will conduct several research projects using self-collected 
primary data via a survey, personal interviews, direct observation, etc. By the end of Week 2 the 
class will be divided into groups of between 3 and 6 students. You may create these groups 
yourself, or if you are not in a group by the end of Week 2, I will assign you to a group. Once in 
groups, you will decide on a research question that deals with one of the identities we discuss in 
class and craft research methods to help you answer this question. 

On Tuesday 7 November you will, as a group, present your findings to the class. Your group 
work and presentation will be graded and worth a fifth of your research project grade. In addition 
to the fact that the presentation is graded, this presentation should be taken seriously as it is an 
excellent opportunity for feedback from your professor and colleagues before your research 
project paper is due. 
 Four-fifths of your research project grade will be based on a paper you will write as an 
individual. This paper should be NO MORE than 15 pages long (1 inch margins, TNR 12 point font, 
double-spaced) and include an (1) introduction, (2) a literature review, (3) a summary of your 
group’s methods, (4) a reporting of your group’s data, (5) a conclusion that includes a thoughtful 
critique of your group’s work, and (6) a works cited page. Papers are due by noon on Tuesday 21 
November via Blackboard/Turnitin. Late papers will be penalized at a rate of 10 points per day. 

 
 
Important Due Dates: 

Exam #1       12 October 
Exam #2       14 December 
Book Review 
      Anderson      19 September 
      Butler       10 October 
      Fanon       26 October 
Research Project 
      Class Presentation  7 November 
      Paper       21 November 
Reading Summaries   Throughout the Semester 

 
 
Grading: 
The course letter grade will be determined according to the following scale: 

 
 Letter Grade 

A 
AB 
B 
BC 
C 
CD 
D 
F 

Quality Points 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.0 

Numeric Scale* 
93-100 
88-92 
83-87 
78-82 
73-77 
68-72 
60-67 
Below 60

*I will round up at the .5 and NOT before. For example, if you earn an 87.49 you will receive a B for the class. 
If you earn an 87.5 you will receive an AB. The only exception to this rule concerns the line between a D and an F. 
If you make below 60 points, even if it is by the smallest fraction of a point, I will NOT round up. 
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Required Texts: 
 Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities. 

 

 Butler, Judith. Gender Trouble. 
 

 Fanon, Frantz. Black Skin, White Mask. 
 

 Nussbaum, Martha (ed). For Love of Country. 
 

 Taylor, Charles (ed). Multiculturalism. 
 

(  ) Article or chapter available through UT Blackboard.
 
 

COURSE SCHEDULE 
The course schedule is subject to change at the professor’s sole discretion. Any changes will be announced in class, via email, and/or via Blackboard. 

 
Week 1 (August 28 – September 1) 
Tuesday Introduction 

Readings:  Syllabus 
 

Thursday Politics and Identity 
Movie: The Great Match (2006)

 
Week 2 (September 5 – 8) 
Tuesday Cosmopolitanism 

Readings: Nussbaum (Introduction, Nussbaum chapter, and three selected response chapters) 
 

Thursday Multiculturalism 
Readings: Taylor (Gutman’s introduction, Taylor’s chapter, and one response each from part one and two)

 
Week 3 (September 11 – 15) 
Tuesday Group Project Meeting I (Research Question) 

 

Thursday Nationality, part I 
Movie: Dirty Pretty Things (2002)

 
Week 4 (September 18 – 22) 
Tuesday Nationality, part II 

Readings: Anderson, Benedict. 1983. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism. New York, NY: Verso. 
 

Thursday Ethnicity, part I 
Movie: Sometimes in April (2005)

 
Week 5 (September 25 – 29) 
Tuesday Ethnicity, part II 

Readings:  Isaacs, Harold R. 1975. “Basic Group Identity: The Idols of the Tribe.” In Ethnicity: Theory 
and Experience, ed. N. Glazer and D. P. Moynihan. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; and  
Posner, Daniel N. 2004. “The Political Salience of Cultural Difference: Why Chewas and Tumbukas are 
Allies in Zambia and Adversaries in Malawi.” American Political Science Review 98 (4):529-45. 
 

 

Thursday Group Project Meeting IIa (Literature Review and Methods)  

 
Week 6 (October 2 – 6) 
Tuesday Group Project Meeting IIb (Literature Review and Methods) 

 

Thursday Gender, part I 
Movie: Ma vie en rose (1997)
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Week 7 (October 9 – 13) 
Tuesday Gender, part II 

Readings: Butler, Judith. 1990. Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity. New York, NY: 
Routledge. 
 

Thursday EXAM #1 
 
Week 8 (October 16 – 20) 
Tuesday Group Project Meeting III (Findings) 

 

Thursday Group Project Meeting IV (Nabdam Survey)
 
Week 9 (October 23 – 27) 
Tuesday Race, part I 

Movie: Do the Right Thing (1989)  
 

Thursday Race, part II 
Readings: Fanon, Frantz. 1967. Black Skin, White Masks. New York, NY: Grove. 

 
Week 10 (October 30 – November 3) 
Tuesday Culture, part I 

Movie: Namesake (2006)  
 

Thursday Culture, part II 
Readings:  Huntington, Samuel P. 1993. “The Clash of Civilizations?” Foreign Affairs 72 (3):22-49;  
Barber, Benjamin R. 1992. “Jihad vs. McWorld” Atlantic Monthly 269 (3): 53-65; and  Said, Edward W. 
1979. “Introduction.” In Orientalism. 1st Vintage Books ed. New York: Vintage Books. 
Movie: Namesake (2006)  

 
*** 6 November is the last day to withdraw from 14 week courses *** 

 
Week 11 (November 6 – 10) 
Tuesday PROJECT PRESENTATION  

 

Thursday Religion, part I 
Movie: Paradise Now (2005) 

 
Week 12 (November 13 – 17) 
Tuesday Religion, part II 

Readings:  Weber, Max. 2001. The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. Translated by T. 
Parsons. New York, NY: Routeledge Classics, 3-50; and  Eickelman, Dale F., and James Piscatori. 1996. 
Muslim Politics. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 3-79. 
 

Thursday CLASS CANCELLED – ASA Conference
 
Week 13 (November 20 – 21) 
Tuesday RESEARCH PAPER due by noon via Blackboard 

 

Thursday NO CLASS - Happy Thanksgiving
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Week 14 (November 27 – December 1) 
Tuesday Class, part I 

Movie: Bus 174 (2002)  
 

Thursday Class, part II 
Readings:  Scheper-Hughes, Nancy. 1989. “Death Without Weeping.” Natural History 98 (10): 8-16;  
Adams, James Truslow. 1931. “Epilogue.” In The Epic of America (Little, Brown, and Co.: Boston, MA); 
 Piketty, Thomas. 2014. “Introduction.” In Capital In The Twenty-First Century (Harvard: Cambridge, 
MA);  Smith, Adam. 1776. “Of Wages and Profit in the Different Employments of Labour and Stock.” 
In An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (Methuen & Co: London), and  Marx, 
Karl, and Freidrich Engels. 1848. “Bourgeois and Proletarians.” In Communist Manifesto. 

 
Week 15 (December 4 – 8) 
Tuesday Beyond Humans: Future Identity Clashes? 

Readings:  Rowe, Stan. 2001. “From Shallow to Deep Ecological Philosophy.” The Trumpeter,  
Singer, Peter. 1989. “All Animals Are Equal.” In Animal Rights and Human Obligations, eds. T. Regan 
and P. Singer. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, and  Bostrom, Nick. 2003. “Human Genetic 
Enhancements: A Transhumanist Perspective.” Journal of Value Inquiry 37 (4): 493-506. 
 

Thursday Identity and the 2016 US Presidential Election 
Readings:  Tyson, Alec and Shiva Maniam. 2016. “Behind Trump’s Victory: Divisions by race, gender, 
education.” Pew Research Center, 9 November,  French, David. 2017. “The Dark Side of Hillary 
Clinton’s Electoral Rationalizations.” National Review, 10 April, and  Freeman, Hadley. 2016. “’Don’t 
play identity politics!’ The primal scream of the straight white male.” The Guardian, 2 December.

 
*****     EXAM #2 in class from 11:00am to 1:00pm on Thursday 14 December    *****
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General Classroom Information: 
These are a few things every student should know. 

 
Emergency Conditions - In case of any adverse condition or situation which could interrupt the 
schedule of classes, each student is asked to access www.ut.edu for information about the status of the 
campus and class meetings. In addition, please refer to Blackboard for announcements and other 
important information. You are responsible for accessing this information. 
 
Special Needs - If there is a student who requires accommodations because of any disability, please go 
to the Academic Success Center in North Walker Hall for information regarding registering as a 
student with a disability. You may also call (813) 257-5757 or email disability.services@ut.edu. Please 
feel free to discuss this issue with me, in private, if you need more information. 
 
Classroom Disruption Policy – Every student has the right to a comfortable learning environment 
where the open and honest exchange of ideas may freely occur. Each student is expected to do his or 
her part to ensure that the classroom (and anywhere else the class may meet) remains conducive to 
learning. This includes respectful and courteous treatment of all in the classroom. According to the 
terms of the University of Tampa Disruption Policy, the professor will take immediate action when 
inappropriate behavior occurs. 
 
Mental Health Counseling – College can be a stressful time in a young person’s life. The American 
Psychiatric Association published a recent study of college students observed over the course of a 
single academic year. Over 60% of students reported feeling things were hopeless one or more times, 
almost 40% of the men and 50% of the women reported feeling so depressed that they had difficulty 
functioning one or more times, and 10% of the students reported seriously considering attempting 
suicide at least one time. If at some point during your time at UT you begin to feel depressed or out of 
control for any reason you should realize that you are not alone and there is help available to you. Your 
professors are happy to counsel you on the problems you are having coping with academic life, but 
there are dedicated mental health counselors available to you through UT’s Health and Counseling 
Center located at 111 North Brevard Ave. (behind Austin Hall) who you may feel more comfortable 
disclosing certain types of non-academic problems to. The time to deal with mental health issues is 
when they arise and not after your grade has deteriorated. Their email is healthcenter@ut.edu and their 
phone numbers are 813-253-6250 (during business hours) and 813-257-7777 (outside of business 
hours for emergencies). 
 
Title IX Statement - Sexual violence includes nonconsensual sexual contact and nonconsensual sexual 
intercourse (which is any type of sexual contact without your explicit consent, including rape), dating 
violence, sexual harassment, sexual exploitation, domestic violence, and stalking. You may reach out 
for confidential help or report an incident for investigation. If you choose to write or speak about an 
incident of sexual violence and disclose that this violence occurred while you were a UT student, the 
instructor is obligated to report the incident to the Title IX Deputy Coordinator for Students. The 
purpose of this report is to provide a safe and nondiscriminatory environment for all students. The 
Deputy Coordinator or his or her designee will contact you to let you know about the resources, 
accommodations, and support services at UT and possibilities for holding the perpetrator accountable. 
If you do not want the Title IX Coordinator notified, instead of disclosing this information to your 
instructor, you can speak confidentially with the following individuals: - The Victim’s Advocacy 
Hotline 813.257.3900; Dickey Health & Wellness Center (wellness@ut.edu) 813.257.1877; Health 
and Counseling Center (healthcenter@ut.edu) 813.253.6250. They can connect you with support 
services and discuss options for holding the perpetrator accountable. 
 
Academic Assistance – The Academic Success Center (academicsuccess@ut.edu) in North Walker 
Hall offers free peer tutoring, credited academic skills courses, national testing services, and services 
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for students with disabilities. The Saunders Writing Center (323 Plant Hall, x6244) aids students with 
their writing projects. The Public Speaking Center (KBB 200, speakingcenter@ut.edu) offers students 
help with presentations. You pay for these services through your tuition and there is no shame in using 
them if you need help with your course work. I am more than happy to discuss any academic issues 
you might have during office hours but if I think one of these services can help you be more successful 
I will not hesitate to recommend it. 
 
Academic Integrity – Cheating, plagiarism, copying and any other behavior that is contrary to 
University standards of behavior will not be tolerated. Students caught violating any aspect of the 
University of Tampa’s Academic Integrity Policy will be penalized in all cases. Penalty ranges from 
“0” on an assignment to “F” for the course without regard to a student’s accumulated points. Students 
may also face expulsion. It is the student’s responsibility to become familiar with the policies of the 
university regarding academic integrity and to avoid violating such policies. Policy information is 
found at: http://ut.smartcatalogiq.com/en/current/catalog/Academic-Policies-and-
Procedures/Academic-Integrity-Policy 
 

 
Class Rules, Etiquette, and Advice: 
I like my job a lot. There are few things I can imagine doing more satisfying than providing inquisitive minds 
with an atmosphere conducive to thinking more critically about their own assumptions and the world in which 
we live. The image of students leaving my classroom just a bit more prepared to make their society better is 
sustaining. Following is a list of things you can do to help me maintain this image as well as some things you 
can do to reveal it as a mirage. Doing more of the former and less of the latter will make me happy whereas 
the converse will make me sad! 
 

DO read the assigned texts – The amount and content of the reading assignments are well within the 
realm of reasonable for a class at this level. I have looked at syllabi from many different institutions of 
higher learning to come confidently to this conclusion. Do the assigned readings before each class and 
you will get the most out of the lectures. Though there are some things covered in the assigned 
readings that will not be covered in lecture, and vice versa, the lectures and readings build off each 
other. I will not hesitate to pull exam questions from readings not covered in class and from lectures 
not covered in the readings. 
 
DO engage in class discussions in an intelligent way – There will be lots of opportunities for you to 
contribute to conversations in the classroom. Most of my lectures have a built in component for 
student input because I think it is important that you not only read and hear the information, but have 
to reconstitute and challenge it. I am also delighted to entertain questions when you have them and 
follow tangents that you would like to explore. Class periods when students are engaged and 
contributing seem to go by much faster than class periods when students are checked out. Students 
who regularly contribute to the classroom conversation do significantly better than students who do 
not on exams. So pretend the information we are covering is really interesting and jump at the 
opportunity to challenge the material. After a while you will find that you do not have to pretend any 
more. If you are shy this is good practice for you. Use the class to build your confidence and public 
speaking skills. If you are worried about your peers’ impressions of you forget about it. Those who 
value education will find your contributions useful and those who roll their eyes are dull and 
uninteresting. 
 
DO NOT be tardy or leave class early – If you come in late to class enter quietly and sit somewhere 
where you will not disturb other students. Classes will begin promptly as scheduled so you will need to 
copy notes from one of your colleagues on lecture days if you feel like you have missed something 
important. On assignment days you will not be given extra time for your tardiness. If you show up 
without an excuse 5 minutes before an exam is finished, you will only have 5 minutes to finish the 
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assignment. If you miss an assignment because of tardiness you will need to consult that assignment’s 
make-up policy. 
 Class is done when I say something to the effect of “see you next class” and not before. I will do my 
best to end class on time if not a few minutes earlier. There will, however, be some class periods where 
I might need to go over time by a minute or two to finish an important point. Out of respect for your 
fellow classmates you should NOT begin filing papers into your book bags before class has officially 
ended. I realize that there will be classes where you have a job interview or a club activity or a plane 
you need to leave early for. By all means let me know before class that you need to leave early, 
arrange with someone in class to take notes for you, and do not miss your important event. 
 
DO NOT use cell phones, computers, or recording devices in class – There is a boatload of research 
suggesting students learn more during lectures when they take notes the old fashioned way with paper 
and a pen or pencil. Even if you do not buy this evidence or consider yourself an outlier, electronic 
devises prove distracting to your neighbors. 

 
DO NOT ask if it is on the exam – I do not give out study guides. This is a university class and when I 
attended university ages ago study guides, like the iPod and indoor plumbing, were not yet invented. 
This experience taught me that learning things the readings and lectures cover that are not on the exam 
can be just as important and enlightening as learning things that will appear on the exam. Anything in 
the readings or lectures is fair game for an exam. Things covered in both readings and lectures, which I 
post online in the form of Powerpoint slides, are slightly more likely to show up on the exam. 
 
DO NOT ask for extra credit – Rarely I give out extra credit opportunities. When I do, the opportunity 
is initiated by me and open to all students in class. I have never given an extra credit assignment to a 
student who initiated the request. Giving out extra credit opportunities to select students makes grades 
for my courses unreliable measures of student success and your goal should be to master the material 
assigned on the syllabus. 

 
DO understand what your grade represents – I assume every student who enters my class wants to take 
away a greater understanding of the world and that the grade (s)he receives is but a formal, and 
somewhat abstract and imprecise, reflection of the knowledge (s)he has gained. The average student in 
my courses typically earns a low B (3.0) or a high C (2.0). This grade represents both effort and skill 
so students that put in more effort than average and/or are more skilled than average will do better than 
this, whereas students who put in less effort than average and/or are less skilled will do worse. It is not 
easy to earn an A in my course and few will. On the other hand it is even more difficult to earn an F in 
my course but a few students every semester put in nearly no effort and/or do not have the skills 
necessary for a college-level course in Political Science. I have given failing marks to students who I 
think are wonderful people and given A grades to students who I would rather never see again. Grades 
are not personal statements on your character, they are a professional opinion of the work you submit. 
 
DO learn how to question grades respectfully – I do my best to communicate expectations and make 
sure my comments on graded assignments pinpoint areas where you did well and areas where you 
needed to put in some more work. There will, however, occasionally be questions about the grade you 
receive. I will NOT change a grade or let you resubmit an assignment simply because you want a better 
grade. If, however, you think I have made a mistake I will consider changing a grade only after the 
following conditions have been met: 1) You must wait at least 24 hours but no more than ten days after 
receiving your graded assignment to file a complaint. 2) You must submit in writing (typed and printed 
out) a detailed explanation of why you think you deserve a different grade. I will review your 
submission and give you my final decision within a week of receipt at which time I will consider the 
“negotiation” complete and any further appeals on the issue will be directed to the department chair. 
Challenges that resemble “I’m an A student so there is no way this paper is a B,” “I was making a 
good argument it just did not come across in my paper,” “I was having a bad day can you cut me some 
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slack,” or “I need to pass this class to graduate” will be summarily dismissed as they do not speak to 
the quality of the work. 
 
DO NOT send me an email unless it’s an emergency – With several classes and nearly 100 students a 
semester emails can become burdensome. While I know email seems convenient from the student 
point of view because it is more instantly gratifying and relatively labor free, I have found the method 
of communication a poor way to convey the complex concepts we deal with in class. So how can you 
decide if an email is an emergency? I would encourage you to ask yourself the following three 
questions: 

1) Can I find the answer on the syllabus, in a text, or online? 
2) Is it something one of my colleagues in class can answer? 
3) Can it wait until next class or office hours? 

If you answer any of these questions in the affirmative, PLEASE fight against the temptation to hit 
send. Also if you submit an assignment by email I will NOT grade it. Most assignments I have 
submitted via Turnitin and those few which require hardcopies there is a drop box on the outside of my 
office door. 
 
DO visit me during office hours – If you have a question about something we covered in class, need 
feedback on an assignment, want to discuss something you discovered outside of class that you think 
connects to course content in an interesting way, or just want to chat FEEL FREE to drop by my office 
during office hours. I keep five hours per week and these hours are for you. You are not pestering me 
or taking me away from something more important. It is nice to talk with students outside of our 
regular classroom setting. 
 
DO know the university policy on “excused” absences – The UT catalog has a section on “excused 
absences.” It falls under the heading “Class Attendance and Participation” in the Academic Policies 
and Procedures section. There are no excuses for late papers. You know about them well in advance 
and a last minute illness or death in the family should not affect your ability to turn in the assignment 
or have a colleague do so on your behalf. Excuses for missed exams or presentations are granted 
following university procedures. The best way to be granted an excused absence is with prior approval. 
If you will miss an exam or presentation due to a previously scheduled event, let me know at least two 
weeks in advance and you will almost always be allowed an early exam or presentation. In the event 
that prior approval is not possible, you must provide acceptable documentation detailing the reasons 
for your excuse as soon as possible. Be thorough with this documentation as the burden of proving an 
absence is excusable falls on the student. For each assignment listed in this syllabus there is a detailed 
policy regarding late penalties. Many of these policies grant an exception for “excused” absences. 
Whether an absence is “excused” or not is up to the discretion of your professor based on the 
guidelines outlined above. 
 
DO understand that I am interested in discussing your progress in the course with you – If you have a 
parent, coach, drill sergeant, etc. who is interested in learning about your status in this course feel free 
to share it with them. I post grades on Blackboard and the syllabus explains in detail my weighting 
formula so you have access to all the information I do regarding your current standing in the class and 
may share it with anyone you want. 

 


